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stract 

chi~dre~‘s early understanding of belief, that 
mental attitudes as thinking, knowing, and 
that even quite young children, 3-year-oh&, 
tal states separate from desires but joined 

with desires in a ire reasoning scheme. Such young children 
given information as to a character’s beliefs 

rmation about beliefs is a ne&ssary addition 
in or predict actions, can apgropriatelv 

elief given information as to a characters 
tion, and can predict the appropriate emo- 

n to the outcomes of belief-desire caused actions. The results are 
r descrip~on of young children’s mentalistic naive psychol- 

logical explanation of action. By that phrase 
trual of human actions as resulting from such 
he actor’s hopes, wishes, beliefs, fears and 

er people truly possess beliefs, wishes, and 
such constructs constitute a good or valid scientific 

1981; Stitch, 1983). Instead, our question is how we 
y stich ‘constructs to understand everyday behavior. Our 
is whether young children understand actions in terms of 

assume, as a point for departure, that adult naive psychological 
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full Qr prq?er account Qf a 
ure some aspects of that 



Figure 1. Scheme for depicting beliefdesire reasoning. 

a question of obvious importance is: 
main of phenomena is belief-desire 

e answer 1s e domain of intentional human action. 
and (2) above, going to the car wash and buying a candy bar 

ined. Such examples might lead to the conclusion (by 
nal de~nitions of scientific psychology) that the 

explained is behavior. This analogy should be resisted: 
referable to “behavior.” First, the term “behavior” 

matic reflexes. Yet in everyday 
esire reasoning seem to be speo 

ry reflexes (e.g., sneezes, blinks), 
vers, muscle tremors), or bodily motions (e.g., 

over by a car) are outside the domain of 
“behavior*’ is a misleading descriptor be- 
ns to be explained might best be described 

owever, in everyday language the appropriate 
ht hand raising the toothbrush 

g to brush your teeth) and thus 
d as the outward manifestations of 

plaining human actions is sometimes 
called a folk or commonsense psychology (e.g., Stitch, 1983). It is not 



relevant” (Grice, 1975 
em facts if they can be 
beliefs and desires are 



two facets, namely (a) the 
(belief, hope, doubt, desire, 
h the attitude nertains 1 
ology beliefs-c&t result from 

can cause othe sires. This is depicted by the 

ed to buy some string. Why? He 

Id enhance her earning 

ans-end chains: One action can be believed to be 
al to another (whi only a means to another). 

action can be d n several nested fashions 

er of the various chained or nested beliefs and desires can all 

rception, physiology and basic emotions 

esires, and actions in the scheme in 
the relevant causal chain is longer than 

s cause beliefs; basic emotions and/or physiolo- 
on and arousal cause desires (and actions cause 

her kitten was the sofa (when he was really 
the sofa (and didn’t see him 

oves sweets. 
n’t eaten anything for days. 

on as well as physiology and basic emotions provide input to the 
extra-mental sources. Perception, according to naive psychology, 

tells us about the external world of real objects, spaces, and events. One’s 
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he neutral reaction 

in surprise. Surprise, generically consider- 
leme~t, curiosity, and so forth, Or, 

g) and it does occur, result- 

can fall outside the scope of the actor’s 
actor’s intentions, then the 

tefs and desires. Thus, the 
explained under (1) and (2). 
unforeseen, outcomes. The 

s can result in puzzlement, guilt, dismay, 
and severity of the unin- 

obviously oversimplifies adult belief-desire 
several concepts, such as intention (see 

s. But given even this approximation, it is 
and how children engage in reasoning of this 

at follows is designed to address this question. That is, 
ed to ~~~~ the scheme as a precise description of belief-de- 

f everyday belief-desire reasoning is con- 
features and organization outlined here, 

ildren engage in it? 
o be interested in this question. First, if anything 
such reasoning represents a common and funda- 

ogtcal) explanation. We use it for self and for others, 
us actions. For example, belief-desire reason- 

tial for story understanding (Trabasso, Stein, & Johnson, 
1983). Stories tell of protagonists’ actions, thus portraying 

o ‘have specific goals, who become aware of particular cir- 
ss or achieve particular beliefs and who plan specific 
achieve specific ends. In a similar way, belief-desire 
understanding both ordinary and extraordinary be- 

ntemporaneously, and in the future. 
lief-desire reasoning is of further interest because 

laining behavior in belief-desire terms re- 
s a mentalistic inte of action rather than a behavioristic or a 

sicalistic one, When an ow children understand beliefs and desires is 
ver childhood realists (Piaget. 1929) and 
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ning in an attempt to provide the 
children’s understand- 
we and they share at 

world view. If not, our world views 
s or, differences have profound impli- 

elopment, ianguage acquisition, 
nd interaction with children (cf. 

sic triad of independent con- 
eliefs and desires are internal 

that it will happen, as in 

iefs, desires, and real- 
different reactions to 

versus surprise serve to distinguish beliefs 
e in belief-desire reasoning, they should 
belief-outcome scenarios appropriately 

xpe~ment 1, we tested whether Cyear- 

used two sorts of simple stories: In Want stories, a protagonist either 
id not want something; in Think stories, a protagonist thought or 
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ink stories as specifying solely a lief (and not a belief 

of each of the eight story types (e.g., 
stories once in a session where they 
ppy, and once in a different session 

d. To rate happiness, 
py, one neutral, and 

w does Lisa feel, happy, unhappy, or 
- one surprised and 
es for happiness cr 

anced across children. 

Joe wants Siue glum; Lisa thinks it 
in each session in two 

compare children’s 
encing exactly the same outcome when 
fs). We reasoned that this would pro- 
ual children understood the indepen- 

estres from reality. 
e scale being used 

esigned to familiarize children 
e happiness scale, children were 
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nt+Get and -Want-Get stories the concordant 
e concordance between desires and outcomes) 

ant+Get stories the discordant stories. Simi- 
and discordant Think stories. In accordance with 

in a story type (Want 
e two ~n~rda~t stories received comparable ratings, and simi- 

ories received comparable ratings. Given these 
Idren’s responses across concordant versus discor- 

of Want versus Think stories, 

mess scores cou 

een 3.45 and 1.65, the 
= 4.31, p < .OOl, one- 

ed to the predicted pat- 

A parallel analysis conducted for children’s surprise ratings. Surprise 
ratings were scored su se = 2, neutral = 0, and were summed over discor- 
dant versus concordant story pairs. Surprise scores could thus range from 0 
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Table I. sappiness and surprise fa~ngs for children an 

~~~r~~: 

2.25 
3.37 

piness 

Co ant ~i~rdant 
---.. ..-- - ._...~ 

mt stc) 3.83 A2 
nk stories 3. 2.58 

.._ _~~~ 

SU 

iffere 

.25 
1.87~ 

1.50 
3. 

annt stories si~i~cant at 6 .C6 ~oRe-ta~~ed~ 
maples with df = 15 for cbyear-olds and df = 11 for 
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smaller than the happiness 

ur interpretation of this 
st liked both out- 
t that a character 

had no concomitant desire for 

is interpretation. Their expla- 
?“) were typically brief (e.g., 
ren either mentioned the out- 
by using the term wu#t: “He 
rhink: “He thought it would 

ur situations: the character75 

ink stories. In all four cases, mentioning 
e explanations were common 
). Ignoring outcome explana- 

e stories as intended then they 

and 4. Confirming these expectations, the 
ns was 16:1, 11:3, and 1:12 in situations 1, 

ratio of desire to belief explanations was 
at is, for example, when asked to explain their happi- 

ers (situation 2), children explained that the 
Such data confirm that children misinter- 
nting both a belief and a desire (he thought 

Individual performances confirm that the mean data represent 
ant stories presented clear cases of either 

ed with getting or not getting it. In 
ed as either happy or unhappy but 
t stories, only 3 of 16 children ever 

total of four stories). In contrast, 
the happiness of the characters in Think stories (who were said 
outcomes), 10 of 16 children rated ratter as neutral (doing 
f 19 times). Similarly, discordant stories represent clear 
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ote that in our stud 
rtain emotions 
to result from 

belief-desire reasoning in children 
old is unclear and 1 unstudied. To study such 

in Experiment 1. 
tion, there was a 

ref-outcome mismatches as relevant 
this tendency, it is possible that 

appreciate the distinction between beliefs 
ciency characterizes 4-year-olds some of 
acterize the conception of still younger 

r children will understand 
beyond desires, for the 

d whether 3- and 4-year- 

r several reasons. On the one hand, the 
to target young children’s misunderstanding or 
crucial in their developing belief-desire abilities. 
actor will search where the object really is rather 

than where the acto ly) “believes the object to be. This is a failure to 
between belief and reality and the role of belief in 
er hand, a recent study by Stein and Levine (1986) 
3-year-olds understand some of the essential work- 
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~-fear-01~s with ~QUP story types. 

aracter9s desire an 
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ss, but Sam thinks the puppy is in 
o predict where Sam would look for 

ant fcsturcs with falsc&elief tasks, 
n Belief tasks resemble false-belief 

ere 1s a co 

on of such belief-desire tasks, Changed 
Belief tasks always followed an initial 

r exa@e, first the chiid was toid about Sam’s 
dieted Sam’s action (a Standard Belief task). 
“Before Sam looks for his puppy, his mom 

ble 2. Critical features and example stories for the tasks used in Ex,“etiments 2 and 3 
_- ..-__ _-__ - - -.-. .-.- ~~~-~- ~. ___._~ 

Critical features Example 
~~ _ __...____~~.. ___~____ _. ~_.._.___ .__-._. __.-.- _.----.-. _. --- 

elitf expliitiy mentioned. 
ex~4icitly mantioz%ad. 
object lutkm9wn. 

Not Belief Desife: Character’s re txpKcidy mentioned. 
Belief: cf’s belief that object is nor in 

ion is eApliitly meflt~~. 
Target: Actual location of object unknown 

Sam wants to find his pupw. It might be 

Sam wams to find his puppy. It might be 
hiding in the or under the Porch. 
Sam thinks his pappy is nor in the 
garage. where will Sam lank for his 

PUPPY? 
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control t: Subject sees that ta 

60th locations. 

liif: No belief explicitly mentio 

one location not other. 

sire: Character’s desire explicitly mentioned. 

borh locations. 

elief: Character is said to 

one location not other. 

Exainp!e 

t and there are c markers on the 

f not in the dcs 

and backs in the ~~i~@rator. Jane 

wants a Bahama. Jane tricks there are 

only bananas in the cupboard: she 

sn’t think there are bananas in the 

refrigerator. Where will Jane look for 

bananas? Are there bananas in the 

(other location) too? 
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she saw his puppy in the 
is in the garage” (the Changed Belief 

s earlier belief and the child is 

s that the child 
d that the same desire coupled with two 

is reflects the child’s under- 
ief as well as desire to the 
nges his initial belief before 

a correct res that the child appreciates that 
ndence of belief from 

ye 
participated; sixteen 3- 

ds (4:l to 4i9, M = 45). 

ree instances of each of the four tasks - 
ged Belief tasks - for a total of 12 stories. 

ways followed a Standard Belief task, utilix- 
children were essentially presented 

ces of each type. The nine stories 
, to eat some raisins, to plant 
n outside play equipment, to 

with the order of stories within the 
ects. ihe order of the three generai 

portion of Figure 3 depicts the design of the study and some of the 
ting hypotheses. The upper left-hand graph indicates that if 
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I 

t 
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lief attributed to the 
on Standard and Not 

incorrect on the 

hvo alternatives. Correct re- 



Discu.ssion 
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ust infer the protagonist’s belief. 
ect hidden in Location 1 and 
the child must infer that the 

rely a description of Sam’s 
that a version of a reality 
our Not Qwn Belief tasks. 
ment 3 to control for the 
elief control task). 

d. Nor Own Belief stories were just like those used 
Table 2). For example: *‘Jane wants to find her kitten. 
the kitten is, in the playroom or in the kitchen? Well, 
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order of the two phrases (e.g., 
he kitchen”) was alternated (e.g., 
t saw the kitten in the kitchen”). 

e precaution was taken, in addltlon to 
two questions (“Where will he or she look?” 
then, too?“).’ The Not Own Belief stories 

n, even though it could not be seen. 

four story types indi- 
ief task changed with 

‘The other order involved first asking, “Is then a kitten in the playroom?” (or wherever the protagonist had nor 

ting the information about the character’s perception, e.g., “But this morning Jam saw the 
kitten in the kitchen, and she did not see the kitten in the playroom,” and then asking, “Where will s/he look?” 
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cause they failed the control 

s approp~ate. Collectively, 
lief control, and Not Own 

= 97%) - ts > 7.27, ps < 

is that young shildren might 
t tasks such as ours. We there- 

). An u~de~tanding 

anas are m 

child’s own belief. In Experiment 2, 
correct on Not Own Belief tasks; in Experi- 

rcentages did not differ significantly 
ly demonstrate that 3-year-olds are 
s a discrepancy between one’s own 



and the other’s 

all three. 



Not Own Belief 

ief-desire reasoning 
rformance across 

es an interl~ 

f tas’ks of the present exper- 
ose tasks would not be possible 

vide a substantive addition to the tasks 
ante on Inferred Belief tasks show 

es extend beyond situations in 
In our Inferred Belief tasks, 

(e.g., “He thinks . ..“) but had 
IS inference? Presumably they did 

Figure 1, that is, by knowing some- 
ief ana thus inferring belief from 
Belief tasks were so simple that 

not wa~ant crediting young children with much 
arding, the derivation of beliefs from 

te a nascent ability of this sort, some- 
g leads to believing and not seeing 

icted the actor would look 

“Sam thinks his dog is in the garage” 
iike “Sam will look in the garage,” a 
reted as an action verb. If children 
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e thinks 

ation or tion rather, belief 
one of 

for 3-year- 
lef tasks the character is as- 

alte~ativ 
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answer on t 

*PertIer says. *... children’s task is to predict where [the character] will go in tbe actual worl 
most obvious search for Mary’s destination would be th wlcdp base, which reflects the exrcmol [i 
situation. However, in the k~wledge base there is 80 record about the ice cream van’s [the object’s9 location. . . . The 
next best strategy is to consult Mary’s belief,” that is. to search for any association between the character and ttte 
alternative (Pertler. in press. p. 23). 



a concatena- 

desires. In those cir- 
opriately incorporate 

character’s action on the basis of the character’s belief (the character thinks 
it is at Location 2), because the child does not know where the object really 
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ssess a sen 
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owever, such an 
3-year-olds, inabil- 
things) perceptual 
able to solve tasks 

tasks, because those 

esis in two ways. First, if difficulties with 
r young children’s failure on traditional 
ould succeed on our Explicit False-Belief 

ould fail our Inferred Belief tasks. Yet they 
ief control task is particularly 
are items in both locations but 

‘s perceptual access. 
also contradict Wimmer’s position. In 

questioned about their own and a 

ose the correct puppet significantly 

r what procedural differences account for the differences be- 
Pillow’s versus Wimmer’s results. Nonetheless it seems clear 
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